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the World Weather Watch and the Global Atmospheric
Research Program. The Department of Commerce
awarded him its Gold Medal in 1969 for direction of
the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment.
Hallgren presently serves as permanent representative of the United States to the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO). In 1981, he was elected to the
WMO's Executive Committee and has led numerous
delegations to the meetings of the WMO and Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. For more than
a decade, he has played an active role in the international environmental programs through his association
with the WMO.
Hallgren, who joined the American Meteorological
Society (AMS) in 1958 and has been a Fellow since 1973,
was recently selected as the new executive director of
AMS, effective 1 April 1988. He has served the Society
as president (1982), as a member of the Committee on
Fellows and Honorary Members (1975), and as chairman
of both the AMS Pennsylvania State University Chapter
(1951-53) and the Washington, D.C. chapter (1969—
70).
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"Dave Ludlum's name is an institution among
the nation's meteorologists. His books are our
historical references. His style fascinates us. I
invite you to join the crowd." —John Coleman

Where were the biggest snowstorms, the longest rainless
periods, the hottest heat waves, the coldest cold waves?
When were the killer tornadoes, the major hurricanes,
and snowstorms in Florida? What causes cold fronts?
Heat waves? What was the weather like in 1776?
How do you parachute thrtxigh a thunderstorm?
When was the J ohnstown Flood,
the Galveston Hurricane,
the Tri-state Tornado?

K

has ail the answers plus
key cities, dates, events,
and eyewitness accounts
of major weather phenomena, charts and drawings of
weather-at-a-giaticc, daily and monthly weather,

50 years a g o . . .
Merrill Bernard, Hydraulic Engineer, New Chief
of the River and Flood Division of the
Weather Bureau*
Merrill Bernard, hydraulic engineer, has been appointed Chief of the
River and Flood Division of the Weather Bureau, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of M. W. Hayes last November.
Mr. Bernard was born in Burlington, la. He attended the military
College of South Carolina, Oklahoma A. and M. College, and the
University of Michigan. He has been a rodman and instrument man on
railroad location, a practicing civil engineer, and a consulting, designing, and supervising engineer in private practice and in the Government
service. He was with the Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the
Interior, from April, 1934 until June, 1935, on special hydrologic studies for the Mississippi Valley Committee, and with the Soil Conservation
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, from December, 1935, until
his transfer to the Weather Bureau.
The appointment of a hydrologist—an authority on waters—rather
than a meteorologist—an authority on the atmosphere and its variations—to head an important division, is a new policy in the Weather
Bureau, according to W. R. Gregg, Chief of the Bureau. The overwhelming demands on the regular force of the bureau by the severe
floods of the last few years, however, have shown the need for hydrologic specialists to relieve the meteorologists of the task of developing new flood-forecasting methods, of preparing and keeping current
systems for the prompt collection of rainfall and river stage data, and
of determining the requirements for flood forecasts in overflow valleys.
Mr. Bernard will put into effect a plan for providing each important
river basin in the United States with an efficient and smooth-working
river and flood service. The work already has been organized in the
Missouri and upper Mississippi basins. Plans to establish an improved
service in Pennsylvania are being perfected.—U.S. Dept. Agric., March
19, 1937.
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Enriched with fascinating weather stories and
full records of the hottest, coldest, wettest and
other extremes for every state in the union,
here is a unique, month-by-month account of
major American weather events through the
years. Photographs and maps; four appendixes
of weather records.
1982
296 pp., 6 in X 9 in
$14.95 Cloth (ISBN 0-395-32049-6)
$8.95 Paper (ISBN 0-395-32122-0)
(add $1.50 for postage and handling)
Also available:
A H E L D GUIDE TO THE ATMOSPHERE
by Vincent J. Schaefer and John A. Day

American Meteorological Society
45 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108-3693
Please send me
The American Weather Book, hardcover ($14.95)
The American Weather Book, paperback ($8.95)
A Field Guide to the Atmosphere, hardcover ($13.95)
Enclosed is my check or money order for payment in full,
including $1.50 per book ordered to cover postage and handling. (Allow 4 weeks for delivery.)
Name
Address
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State

Zip

*Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 18, 138-139.
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vCThe New Zephyr
Did you know that you no longer
need a large antenna to receive
Zephyr data services? Well you
don't. Zephyr is now using a new
transmission technology that
lets you receive Zephyr on small
antennas—as small as 6-foot in
most locations.
And this new technology virtually eliminates data errors caused
by terrestrial interference.
The New Zephyr will still deliver
you the most complete weather
data service available, including
DIFAX, NAFAX, FAA604, Domestic
Data, Public Product Service,
International Data, Numerical
Product Service, GOES TAP, ESD
Satellite Imagery and Graphics,
Space Environment Data, and our
newest service, Domestic Plus.
More data than any other data
service.
So, shouldn't you discover the
New Zephyr? Call or write Zephyr
Weather Information Service,
40 Washington Street, Department
Z-2A, Westborough, MA 01581.
(617)898-3511.
Oh, by the way, the New Zephyr
is on WESTAR V!
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Weather Information Service
A subsidiary of Alden Electronics, Inc.
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